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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

The Paranormal Conspiracy:
The Truth about Ghosts, Aliens and Mysterious Beings
by Timothy Dailey, Ph.D.
1. T
 he book begins with a touching love story between a couple that had been married
for half a century. What does that have to do with the paranormal?
2. I n the chapter titled “The Doors of Perception,” you discuss the enigmatic writer
Carlos Castaneda’s descent into shamanism. What spoke to you about his life and
work?
3. T
 here are currently several TV programs dedicated to “finding Bigfoot”— but they
never seem to discover the proverbial “smoking gun.” What’s behind this inexplicable
phenomenon?
4. You then discuss UFOs—what’s your take on the Extraterrestrial Hypothesis (UFOs
are nuts-and-bolts craft from distant galaxies)? How do they tie in with other
phenomena such as Bigfoot?
5. W
 hat really takes place when people claim that they have been abducted by alien beings?
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6. You share the bizarre story of famed British explorer Percy Fawcett, who ventured
deep into the Amazon jungle in search of the fabled “lost city of Z.” What motivated
him?
7. T
 ell us about Canadian journalist Joe Fisher and his involvement with mediums and
spirits. What lessons can we learn from his involvement with ghosts and spirits, so
that we can avoid similarly tragic results?
8. What’s the story behind the cyber-riddle called “Cicada 3301” and its connections
with arch-occultist Aleister Crowley?
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9. O
 ur culture seems obsessed with “The Zombie Apocalypse.” What dark forces are
behind that “paranormal conspiracy”?
10. T
 alk to us about the troubling connection between serpents, the paranormal and the
latest Ayahuasca drug craze.
11. I t seems daunting when we consider all of the dark forces at work all around us. Tell
us about the hope we can have to overcome the diabolical “paranormal conspiracy”
working against our hearts and souls. How can that be “utterly thwarted”?
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